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The Moon
BEGINNER

48 Count
Choreographed by: Dan Morrison

Choreographed to: At The Moon by Jim Yeomans

STOMPS, SCOOTS, CLAPS
1 - 2 Stomp right foot forward an a 45 degree angle, clap
& 3 - 4 Scoot forward left, right, clap
5 - 8 Repeat 1-4 for the left

MONTEREY TURNS, HAT DANCE
9 - 12 Touch right toe to right side, 1/2 turn to right (backwards, weight on right) touch left to the left side,

together with weight on it
13 - 16 Right heel forward, hop on right put left heel forward, hop on left put right heel forward (hat dance),

clap
17 - 20 Repeat 9 to 12 Monterey turn
21 - 24 Repeat 13 to 16 hat dance

HALF TURNS, SHUFFLES
28
28

Step forward right 1/2 turn left, one shuffle forward right, left, right

32
32

Step forward left 1/2 turn right, one shuffle forward left, right, left

POINT, HOP CHANGE, HOLD
33 - 34 Point right toe to right side, hold for 1
35 - 36 Hop on right and point left toe to left side, hold for 1
37 - 40 Hop on left and point right toe to right side, hop on right and point left toe to left side, hop on left and

point right toe to right side, hold for 1

QUARTER TURNS, ROCKS
41 - 42 Step forward right, 1/4 turn left (weight on left)
43 - 44 Step forward right, 1/4 turn left (weight on left)
45 - 48 Rock forward on right, rock back on left, rock back on right, rock forward on left

REPEAT

/Do the whole sequence 4 times. On 5th after steps 25 to 32 (half turns, shuffles) start back at
the beginning. The dance ends with left toe pointing to left side.
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